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ABSTRACT

The present disclosure provides an adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching method and system for a coordinated service, and the method includes: a request message for service transmission is received from a terminal group; user context information, terminal context information, network context information, service context information, and user context information are acquired according to a request message; a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy are established; the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy are implemented; and during the shunt transmission, when a stream switching triggering condition is determined according to acquired context information and terminal context information, the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy are updated according to a corresponding stream switching type, and a transmission path of a service stream is redirected. The present disclosure supports the implementation of stream switching, and provides a high-efficient service transmission and presentation service for individualized user service needs.

18 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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A terminal group requests a media shunt server to transmit a coordinated service

The media shunt server acquires the user ID, device ID, IP address and service ID from the request message, submits them to a service decision server and requests for a service adaptation and shunt transmission strategy

The service decision server queries user context information, terminal context information and service context information from the a context server respectively through the user ID, device ID and service ID, and establishes a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy

The service decision server transmits the server adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy to the media shunt server

The media shunt server implements the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy
Information of a respective sub-service of a requested service is acquired according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information.

The service decision server selects, from the terminal group, a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a service component according to the terminal context information; and combines respective service components according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information.

The service decision server generates a service deployment configuration file according to the service combination information and the service component assembly information to complete the establishment of the service adaptation strategy.
Fig. 4

A context server acquires and stores regularly network context information and terminal context information

Is stream switching triggered?

Yes

After determining that the stream switching condition is triggered, the context server notifies the service decision server, and the service decision server consults with the wireless resource management server on allocation conditions of network resources after the stream switching

The media shunt server is notified to update the service shunt strategy and the service adaptation strategy

The media shunt server implements a updated service shunt strategy and service adaptation strategy, and redirect and change a transmission path of a sub-service stream to complete stream switching according to a updated mapping relation between stream IDs and interface links
ADAPTATION, SHUNT TRANSMISSION AND STREAM SWITCHING METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COORDINATED SERVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the technical field of wireless communications, and in particular, to an adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching method and system for a coordinated service.

BACKGROUND

With the ever-increasing development of network application services, there are more requirements on the network connection bandwidth of a mobile terminal, and in particular to the downlink connection bandwidth. Therefore, usage of only one interface can not meet service needs. In this context, it is a current research focus to divide a service into several sub-streams and transmit them simultaneously by using multi-interface feature of a mobile terminal.

With the popularity of a multi-interface terminal having the capability of accessing a variety of networks, it becomes an effective way, which takes full advantage of network resources, properly balances loads, improves transmission efficiency and enhances Quality of Service (QoS) of user experiences, to transmit services through all interfaces of the terminal and by coordinating with peripheral devices. For this purpose, it is desirable to shunt a service desired by a user according to a specific strategy and transmit them coordinately through respective effective links.

Accordingly, the prior art provides some shunt strategies, including network-controlled shunt strategies and shunt service transmissions implemented in a terminal side, most of which shunt a service by adding a functional entity and considering synthetically factors such as network bandwidths, the type of a service and the like. However, during the transmission process of a coordinated service, if a network environment changes, a network layer should have the ability to detect this change, and thus ensures the continuity of the service by using a corresponding regulatory mechanism, i.e., there is a processing process of stream switching in the transmission process of the coordinated service. Nevertheless, the prior art does not provide effective solutions, and undoubtedly affects service experiences of a user. On the other hand, the provision of a ubiquitous service regards meeting user requirements as a starting point to achieve the objective of meeting the need of user consistency, i.e., when a user moves to a new environment, a service can be dynamically adapted according to environmental changes, and this is not yet involved in an existing coordinated service transmission technique.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the present disclosure is intended to provide an adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching method and system for a coordinated service, so as to support the implementation of a stream switching.

To this end, the technical solutions of the present disclosure are implemented as follows.

The present disclosure provides an adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching method for a coordinated service, and the method includes:

- a request message for service transmission is received from a terminal group;
- user context information, terminal context information and service context information are acquired according to the request message, and a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy are established;
- the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy are implemented, adaptation of the coordinated service is completed, and a shunt transmission of the coordinated service is performed; and
- during the shunt transmission, when a stream switching triggering condition is determined according to acquired network context information and terminal context information, the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy are updated according to a corresponding stream switching type, and a transmission path of a service stream is redirected.

The request message includes at least the following information: a user ID, a device ID, an IP address, port information and a service ID;

- the user ID is an ID of a user who requests a service, the device ID is a device ID of a respective coordinated terminal in the terminal group, the IP address is an IP address of the respective coordinated terminal, the port information is information of a port transmitting a service in the respective coordinated terminal; and the service ID is an ID of a requested service.

The acquiring user context information, terminal context information and service context information according to the request message includes:

- the user context information is acquired according to the user ID; the terminal context information is acquired according to the device ID and/or the IP address; and the service context information is acquired according to the service ID.

The establishing a service adaptation strategy includes:

- information of a respective sub-service of a requested service is acquired according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information;
- a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a service component is selected from the terminal group according to the terminal context information; and respective service components are combined according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information; and
- a service deployment configuration file is generated according to the service combination information and the service component assembly information to complete the establishment of the service adaptation strategy.

The acquiring information of a respective sub-service of a requested service according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information includes:

- the user context information is user's service preference information including type information of a respective user-preferred sub-service; the service context information is information, queried according to the service context information, of all database servers which can provide the requested service;
- it is determined, according to the service preference information, a database server which can provide the respective sub-service from all the database servers which can provide the requested service, and acquiring a corresponding sub-service ID is acquired; and
- the service combination information is generated according to the respective sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server.

The selecting a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a service component from the
terminal group according to the terminal context information; and combining respective service components according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information includes:

the terminal context information is terminal capability information; the user context information is terminal preference information including a device ID and capability information of a terminal which a user prefers regarding to the requested service;

the coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as the service component is selected from the terminal group according to capability information of respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group; a user ID of a user to whom a coordinated terminal serving as the service component belongs is the same as a user ID of the user who requests a service; and

dynamic combination is performed on respective service components according to the terminal preference information to generate the service component assembly information including device IDs of the respective coordinated terminals which can present the requested service and their capability information.

The service shunt strategy includes: an approach for grouping a sub-service stream, interface links and reserved links from the respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group to a core network, an approach for setting stream IDs to respective service sub-streams, and a mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

and the implementing the service adaptation strategy includes:

a respective sub-service resource is applied in the respective database server according to the sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server; and the service adaptation strategy is splitted and then splitted service adaptation strategy is sent to a corresponding coordinated terminal;

and the implementing the service shunt strategy comprises:

the respective sub-service resource is integrated to obtain a resource of the requested service; a sub-service stream grouping is performed on the resource of the requested service according to the approach for grouping a sub-service stream, and stream IDs are set to respective sub-service streams according to the approach for setting stream IDs, and the respective sub-service streams are delivered to their corresponding coordinated terminals through corresponding interface links according to the mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

The determination of the stream switching triggering condition includes:

network context information and terminal context information are acquired regularly; and

it is determined that the stream switching condition is triggered when the network context information and the terminal context information meet a user-predefined rule.

the user-predefined rule includes: when a state or network availability of a specific terminal changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type is a stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal;

the user-predefined rule includes: when a network availability of a terminal group changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type is a stream switching caused by a change in network availability of the terminal group; and

the user-predefined rule includes: when a change in environment of a terminal meets a user-specific terminal preference and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type is a stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal.

The updating the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy according to a stream switching type includes:

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal, if a communication of the terminal is interrupted, reserved links are queried to redirect the sub-service streams, and if there are no reserved links, a stream cancellation control is activated, an invalid multi-host stream is deleted and a service shunt strategy is re-established; if a host of the terminal changes, the stream IDs and the interface links are re-mapped;

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group, a pre-link mechanism is adopted, and when a current network availability decreases to a preset level, a link to a new access network is activated and a service shunt strategy is re-established; and

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal, a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy are re-established.

The redirecting a transmission path of a service stream includes:

a transmission path of a sub-service stream is redirected and changed to complete stream switching according to a mapping relation between stream IDs and interface links in a updated service shunt strategy.

The present disclosure further provides an adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching system for a coordinated service, and the system includes a terminal group consisting of a plurality of coordinated terminals, a media shunt server, a context server and a service decision server, wherein

the terminal group is configured to send a request message for service transmission to the media shunt server;

the media shunt server is configured to provide content included in the request message to the service decision server;

the service decision server is configured to: acquire user context information, terminal context information and service context information from the context server according to the content included in the request message, and establish a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy; and is further configured to send the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy to the media shunt server;

the media shunt server is further configured to implement the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy, complete adaptation of the coordinated service, and perform shunt transmission of the coordinated service;

the context server is configured to store the user context information, the terminal context information and the service context information, and acquire regularly network context information and the terminal context information during the shunt transmission; and is further configured to determine, according to acquired network context information and terminal context information, whether a stream switching condition is triggered, and notify the service
the service decision server is further configured to update, according to the stream switching type, the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy; and send an updated service shunt strategy and/or service adaptation strategy to the media shunt server; and

the media shunt server is further configured to implement the updated service shunt strategy and/or service adaptation strategy, and to redirect a transmission path of a service stream.

The request message includes at least the following information: a user ID, a device ID, an IP address, port information and a service ID.

the user ID is an ID of a user who requests a service; the device ID is a device ID of a respective coordinated terminal in the terminal group; the IP address is an IP address of the respective coordinated terminal; the port information is information of a port transmitting a service in the respective coordinated terminal; and the service ID is an ID of a requested service.

the service decision server is further configured to acquire the user context information according to the user ID; acquire the terminal context information according to the device ID and/or the IP address; and acquire the service context information according to the service ID.

the service decision server is further configured to acquire information of a respective sub-service of a requested service according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information; select a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a service component from the terminal group according to the terminal context information; and combine respective service components according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information; and generate a service deployment configuration file according to the service combination information and the service component assembly information to complete the establishment of the service adaptation strategy.

The user context information is user's service preference information including type information of a respective user-preferred sub-service; the service context information is information, queried according to the service context information, of all database servers which can provide the requested service;

and the system further includes a database server;

the service decision server is further configured to determine, according to the service preference information, a database server which can provide the respective sub-service to all the database servers which can provide the requested service, and acquire a corresponding sub-service ID from the database server which can provide the respective sub-service; and generate the service combination information according to the respective sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server; and

the database server is configured to store and provide the sub-service.

The terminal context information is terminal capability information; the user context information is terminal preference information including a device ID and capability information of a terminal for which a user prefers regarding to the requested service;

the service decision server is further configured to select the coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as the service component from the terminal group according to capability information of respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group; a user ID of a user to whom a coordinated terminal serving as the service component belongs is the same as a user ID of the user who requests a service; and perform a dynamic combination on respective service components according to the terminal preference information to generate the service component assembly information including device IDs of the respective coordinated terminals which can present the requested service and their capability information.

The system further includes a wireless resource management server configured to consult with the service decision server on establishment of the service shunt strategy, and the service shunt strategy includes: an approach for grouping a sub-service stream, interface links and reserved links from the respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group to a core network; an approach for setting stream IDs to respective service sub-streams, and a mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

The implementation, by the media shunt server, the service shunt strategy includes: applying a respective sub-service resource in the respective database server according to the sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server; splitting the service adaptation strategy and then sending splitted service adaptation strategy to a corresponding coordinated terminal; and the implementing the service shunt strategy comprises: integrating the respective sub-service resource to obtain a resource of the requested service; performing a sub-service stream grouping on the resource of the requested service according to the approach for grouping a sub-service stream, and setting stream IDs to respective sub-service streams according to the approach for setting stream IDs; and delivering the respective sub-service streams to their corresponding coordinated terminals through corresponding interface links according to the mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

The context server is further configured to, when it is determined that regularly-acquired network context information and terminal context information meet a user-defined rule, judge that the stream switching condition is triggered, and notify the service decision server of a corresponding stream switching type;

the user-defined rule includes: when a state or network availability of a specific terminal changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal;

the user-defined rule includes: when a network availability of a terminal group changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group; and

the user-defined rule includes: when a change in environment of a terminal meets a user-specific terminal preference and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal.

The service decision server and the wireless resource management server are further configured to update the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy according to a stream switching type includes:

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal, if a communication of the terminal is interrupted, reserved links are queried to redirect the sub-
In order to implement service adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching during provision of a ubiquitous coordinated service, the present disclosure provides a method, which includes:

First, a request message for service transmission is received from a terminal group; and

Second, user context information, terminal context information and service context information are acquired according to the request message, and a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy are established.

The request message includes at least the following information: a user ID, a device ID, an IP address, port information and service ID; the user ID is an ID of a user who requests a service; the device ID is a device ID of a respective coordinated terminal in the terminal group; the IP address is an IP address of the respective coordinated terminal; the port information is information of a port transmitting a service in the respective coordinated terminal; and the service ID is an ID of a requested service.

The user context information is acquired according to the user ID; the terminal context information is acquired according to the device ID and/or the IP address; and the service context information is acquired according to the service ID.

Specifically, the establishing a service adaptation strategy includes:

1. Information of a respective sub-service of a requested service is acquired according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information.

The specific implementation of this step includes: the user context information being user's service preference information including type information of a respective user-preferred sub-service; the service context information being information, queried according to the service context information, of all database servers which can provide the requested service.

It is determined, according to the service preference information, a database server which can provide the respective sub-service from all the database servers which can provide the requested service, and a corresponding sub-service ID is acquired;

The service combination information is generated according to the respective sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server.

2. A coordinated terminal which can present the requested service is selected as a service component from the terminal group according to the terminal context information; and respective service components are combined according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information.

The specific implementation of this step includes: the terminal context information being terminal capability information; the user context information being terminal preference information including a device ID and capability information of a terminal for which a user prefers regarding to the requested service;

The coordinated terminal which can present the requested service is selected as the service component from the terminal group according to capability information of respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group; a user ID of a user to whom a coordinated terminal serving as the service component belongs is the same as a user ID of the user who requests a service;

a dynamic combination is performed on respective service components according to the terminal preference informa-
tion to generate the service component assembly information including device IDs of the respective coordinated terminals which can present the requested service and their capability information.

A service deployment configuration file is generated according to the service combination information and the service component assembly information to complete the establishment of the service adaptation strategy.

The service shunt strategy includes: an approach for grouping a sub-service stream, interface links and reserved links from the respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group to a core network, an approach for setting stream IDs to respective service sub-streams, and a mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

Third, the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy are implemented, adaptation of the coordinated service is completed, and a shunt transmission of the coordinated service is performed.

The implementation of the service adaptation strategy includes:

a respective sub-service resource is applied in the respective database server according to the sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server; and the service adaptation strategy is split and then split and split transmission service adaptation strategy is sent to a corresponding coordinated terminal.

The implementation of the service shunt strategy includes:

the respective sub-service resource is integrated to obtain a resource of the requested service; a sub-service stream grouping is performed on the resource of the requested service according to the approach for grouping a sub-service stream, and stream IDs are set to respective sub-service streams according to the approach for setting stream IDs; and the respective sub-service streams are delivered to their corresponding coordinated terminals through corresponding interface links according to the mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

during the shunt transmission, when a stream switching triggering condition is determined according to acquired network context information and terminal context information, the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy are updated according to a corresponding stream switching type, and a transmission path of a service stream is redirected.

The specific implementation of the determination of the stream switching triggering condition includes: network context information and terminal context information are acquired regularly; and it is determined that the stream switching condition is triggered when the network context information and the terminal context information meet a user-predefined rule.

Wherein

the user-predefined rule includes: when a state or network availability of a specific terminal changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type is a stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal;

the user-predefined rule includes: when a network availability of a terminal group changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type is a stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group; and

the user-predefined rule includes: when a change in environment of a terminal meets a user-specific terminal preference and it is determined that the stream switching trig-
gering condition is triggered, the stream switching type is a stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal.

Further, the updating the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy according to stream switching type includes:

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal, if a communication of the terminal is interrupted, reserved links are queried to redirect the sub-service streams, and if there are no reserved links, a stream cancellation control is activated; an invalid multi-host stream is deleted and the service shunt strategy is re-established; if a host of the terminal changes, the stream IDs and the interface links are re-mapped.

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group, a pre-link mechanism is adopted, and when a current network availability decreases to a preset level, a link to a new access network is activated and a service shunt strategy is re-established; and

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal, a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy are re-established.

After the updating is completed, the transmission path of a sub-service stream is redirected and changed to complete stream switching according to a mapping relation between stream IDs and interface links in an updated service shunt strategy.

Based on the above method, the present disclosure further provides a system architecture which, at the premise of changing the structure of an existing network to the least extent, extends functions of the existing network to implement service adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching during a transmission of a coordinated service. As shown in FIG. 1, the system includes the following functional entities:

a database server, as a data center of a service provider or operator, configured to store services desired by a user and related service information, wherein the number of the database server is not limited to one in order to meet implementation of a service combination in a user-specific need;
a context server configured to maintain dynamically context information of a user, terminal, service and network;
a wireless resource management server configured to, based on management of heterogeneous wireless resources, implement acquisition of related parameters about states and performance of a wireless link, access control and resource allocation when a switch occurs, and whole network load balance by scheduling accessed network resources; besides conventional resources such as spatial and temporal frequencies, the heterogeneous wireless resources further includes other resources in a network side and a terminal side, such as user access permission, service preference, terminal coordination mode, linked network and the like; different resources have different types to which they belong and different features; the heterogeneous wireless resources are derived from different networks or terminals;
a service decision server configured to, based on context information of a user, service, network and terminal acquired from the context server, adapt a user-specific service, generate a service shunt strategy, and generate a
service deployment configuration file and a mapping relation between streams and links for a shunt transmission of service data;

a media shunt server configured to receive a service shunt request, requests the service decision server to establish a shunt strategy, and configured to receive the shunt strategy from the service decision server and implement with the database server a service shunt transmission. The process of implementing the service shunt transmission includes: service split stream ID allocation, and transmission of different service streams through different access links in accordance with the mapping relation between stream IDs and links to implement the shunt transmission.

Specifically, during the service adaptation, shunt and stream switching, operations implemented by the above functional entities are as follows.

- the terminal group is configured to send a request message for service transmission to the media shunt server;
- the media shunt server is configured to provide content included in the request message to the service decision server;
- the service decision server is configured to: acquire user context information, terminal context information and service context information from the context server according to the content included in the request message, and establish a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy; and is further configured to send the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy to the media shunt server;
- the media shunt server is further configured to implement the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy, complete adaptation of the coordinated service, and perform shunt transmission of the coordinated service;
- the context server is configured to store the user context information, the terminal context information and the service context information, and acquire regularly network context information and the terminal context information during the shunt transmission; and is further configured to determine, according to acquired network context information and terminal context information, whether a stream switching condition is triggered, and notify the service decision server of a corresponding stream switching type when a determination result is Yes;
- the service decision server is further configured to update, according to the stream switching type, the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy, and send an updated service shunt strategy and/or service adaptation strategy to the media shunt server; and
- the media shunt server is further configured to implement the updated service shunt strategy and/or service adaptation strategy, and to redirect a transmission path of a service stream.

The process of implementing coordinately the service adaptation, shunt and stream switching by the above functional entities will be elaborated below in combination with FIGS. 2, 3 and 4.

The method for implementing adaptation and shunt transmission of a coordinated service is as shown in FIG. 2, and the method includes the following steps:

Step 201, a terminal group requests a media shunt server to transmit a coordinated service.

A user requests the media shunt server to transmit a service through a specific terminal coordinating with peripheral terminals to form a terminal group, preferably, the request message is sent by the specific terminal.

Wherein the specific terminal and the peripheral terminals can be referred to as a coordinated terminal. Each coordinated terminal has a multi-interface feature and can access a variety of networks through multiple interfaces; in addition, multiple coordinated terminals may belong to a same user or to different users respectively, but multiple coordinated terminals for presenting a requested service belong to a same user.

For example, user A requests for a video service through forming his own mobile phone, blue tooth earphone and PDA as a terminal group, then the mobile phone, blue tooth earphone and PDA all belong to user A, and the presentation of the video service is in charge of by these terminals; again for example, user A requests for a video service through forming his own mobile phone, blue tooth earphone, PDA and a PC of user B as a terminal group, then the mobile phone, blue tooth earphone and PDA belong to user A, the PC belong to user B, but when the video service is presented, since it is user A who requests for the service, the presentation of the video service is in charge of by the mobile phone, blue tooth earphone and PDA of user A, and the PC of user B is only used to assist the terminal of user A in downloading service streams of the video service instead of presenting the video service.

The request message includes the following information: a user ID which represents an ID of a user requesting for a service, wherein in the above example, it is the ID of user A;
a device ID which represents an ID of a coordinated terminal, wherein device IDs of all coordinated terminals are included in the request message;
an IP address which represents an IP address of a coordinated terminal, wherein IP addresses of all coordinated terminals are included in the request message;
port information which represents information of a port transmitting a service in a coordinated terminal, preferably a port number; wherein port information of all coordinated terminals are included in the request message; and
a service ID which represents an ID of the requested service.

Step 202, the media shunt server acquires the user ID, device ID, IP address and service ID from the request message, submits them to a service decision server and requests for a service adaptation and shunt transmission strategy.

Step 203, the service decision server queries user context information, terminal context information and service context information from the a context server respectively through the user ID, device ID and service ID, and establishes a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy according to these context information.

First, the establishment of the service adaptation strategy is as shown in FIG. 3, and includes the following steps:

Step 2031, information of a respective sub-service of a requested service is acquired according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information.

The service decision server may query, according to a user ID, from the context server all user context information of the user, and may query, according to a service ID, user context information matched to the requested service from all the user context information.

Here, the user context information mainly refers to user's service preference information, wherein the service preference information indicates specific needs of respective sub-service types of the service. Specifically, a service is made of multiple sub-services, each sub-service corresponds to one or more types, and for a certain sub-service, a user may prefer to use a certain type, therefore the service preference
information herein is made of information of sub-service types which a user prefers, and is statistical data obtained according to user habits and/or user settings. For example, for a video service, the service preference information may include sub-services such as video format, definition, audio format and caption, taking the video format as an example, if a user prefers AVI format, the user-specific need for this sub-service type is AVI format.

The service decision server may query information of all database servers which can provide the service from the context server according to the service ID; further, the service decision server is desired to determine a database which can provide a respective sub-service from all the database servers which can provide the service according to the user's service preference (i.e., according to a user-specific need for a respective sub-service type of the requested service). Then, the service decision server may acquire information of respective sub-services (mainly sub-service IDs) from those database servers and generate service combination information to complete combination of services meeting user's needs.

The service combination information includes mapping information between sub-service IDs of the requested service and database servers providing the corresponding sub-services.

The process of a service combination is essentially a process of making an individualized combination of respective portions of the service (i.e., respective sub-services) so as to meet user-specific needs, for example, if a user applies for a video service, he/she may have individualized needs for video format, definition, audio format and caption type, then respective sub-services are combined into a service meeting user's needs accordingly to the user's needs.

Step 2032, the service decision server selects a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a service component from the terminal group according to the terminal context information; and combines respective service components according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information.

According to the device ID and/or the IP address, the service decision server may query from the context server, terminal context information which mainly refers to capability information of a terminal, since in step 202 the media shunt server submits device IDs of all the coordinated terminals in the terminal group, the service decision server may query capability information of all the coordinated terminals wherein the capability mainly refers to capability for a terminal to present a service.

Since a service needs to be divided into multiple portions and then presented, the capability information of a terminal represents portions of the service the terminal can present, for example, a playing process of a video service needs to be divided into video playing and audio playing, because a mobile phone can present a video portion as well as an audio portion, the capability information of the mobile phone namely represents that it can present the video portion and the audio portion of a video service.

According to queried capability information of the respective coordinated terminals, the service decision server selects coordinated terminals which can present the requested service for a terminal group, each of the selected coordinated terminals may be referred to as a service component, and this process is namely the screening process of the service component.

Further, the terminal context information queried by the service decision server further includes a user ID corresponding to a terminal. During the screening process of the service component, if a coordinated terminal can present a requested service, but its corresponding user ID is different from an ID of a user who requests the service, the coordinated terminal can not serve as a service component.

The service decision server may query, according to a user ID, from the context server all user context information of the user, and may further determine, according to a service ID, user context information for the requested service from all the user context information.

The user context information herein mainly refers to user's terminal preference information, wherein the terminal preference information indicates a terminal which a user prefers to use and a certain capability of the user-preferred terminal when the service is presented. Specifically, a service may be divided into multiple portions and then presented, for example, a playing process of a video service needs to be divided into video playing and audio playing, for a certain portion to be presented, a user may have specific usage habits or preference for some terminals, therefore, the terminal preference information herein is mainly consisted of information of terminals the user prefers to present respective portions of the service, wherein the terminal information mainly includes a device ID and corresponding capability information of the terminal. It should be noted that the capability information herein may be information of all capabilities of the terminal, and also may be information of capabilities of the terminal preferred by the user when the requested service is presented.

According to the terminal preference information of the user, the service decision server combines dynamically screened service components (combines dynamically respective service components according to capability information) to form a completed implementable service logic, i.e., to form a service component assembly which can completely present the requested service. Then the service component assembly information includes an device ID and corresponding capability information of a respective coordinated terminal decided by the service decision server to be used to present the requested service (it can be determined by used capability of a coordinated terminal a portion to be presented in charge of by the coordinated terminal when the service is presented).

It should be noted that since a terminal may have multiple capabilities to present a requested service, multiple service component assemblies may be obtained when service components are dynamically combined. In a service component assembly, for each of service components, only one type of capability information which it presents the requested service is included. It can be determined by a user, by the service decision server or by a certain strategy which specific service component assembly is selected, and there are no limits to the specific way herein.

Step 2033, the service decision server generates a service deployment configuration file according to the service combination information and the service component assembly information to complete the establishment of the service adaptation strategy.

To sum up, the service deployment configuration file (i.e., the service adaptation strategy) includes: service combination information and service component assembly information; wherein the service combination information includes IDs of respective sub-services of the requested service and information about corresponding database servers; and the service component assembly information includes device IDs of respective coordinated terminals which present the requested service and corresponding capability information.
Second, the formulation of the service shunt strategy includes:

The service decision server consults with the wireless resource management server to determine a channel allocation scheme for accessing a core network by respective coordinated terminals which present the requested service in the service component assembly, and the scheme includes: determining interface links from respective coordinated terminals to the core network while reserving reserved links, splitting a service stream to obtain respective service sub-streams for the purpose of maximizing utility of a network, setting stream IDs to respective service sub-streams, establishing a mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links and generating a service shunt configuration file to complete the formulation of the service shunt strategy.

Specifically, the content of the service shunt configuration file (i.e., the service shunt strategy) includes: an approach for grouping a sub-service stream (e.g., grouping for the purpose of maximizing utility of a network), interface links and reserved links from the respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group to a core network, an approach for setting stream IDs to respective service sub-streams, and a mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

Step 204, the service decision server transmits the server adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy respectively in the form of the service deployment configuration file and the service shunt configuration file to the media shunt server.

Step 205, the media shunt server implements the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy.

The process specifically includes:

the media shunt server analyzes the service deployment configuration file, applies respective sub-service resources in respective database servers according to the respective sub-service IDs and corresponding information about the database servers, splits the service deployment configuration file into sub-service deployment configuration files and sends them to corresponding coordinated terminals for deploying and then implementing.

Moreover, the media shunt server integrates all the applied sub-service resources, groups them according to the service shunt strategy, sets stream IDs, and delivers respective sub-service streams to corresponding coordinated terminals through corresponding interface links according to the mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

The adaptation and shunt transmission of a coordinated service is implemented through above process.

Further, during a shunt transmission of a coordinated service, there may be a reconfiguration caused by a topological change within a terminal group or a network switching caused by a change of a access point to a core network resulted from movement of the terminal group, thus the service transmission is blocked. In order to enable a service shunt control system to detect this change and thus ensure service continuity through a corresponding adjustment mechanism, the present disclosure further provides a stream switching process, as shown in FIG. 4, the process includes the following steps:

Step 401, a context server acquires and stores regularly network context information and terminal context information.

Wherein the network context information mainly includes network availability and network performance, and the terminal context information mainly includes a position and state of a terminal.

Step 402, the context server determines whether a stream switching condition is triggered according to acquired network context information and terminal context information, if Yes, proceed to step 403, otherwise, return to step 401.

Specifically, if the acquired network context information and terminal context information meet a user-defined rule, it is determined that the stream switching condition is triggered, and this specifically includes but is not limited to the following three cases:

(1) The user predefined rule is: the state or network availability of a specific terminal changes. If acquired terminal context information indicates that the topology within a terminal group changes, i.e., a specific terminal in the terminal group has its communication interrupted or the address of its destination changed, it is considered that the state or the network availability of the specific terminal changes and it is determined that the stream switching condition is triggered.

(2) The user predefined rule is: the network availability of the terminal group changes. If the acquired network context information and terminal context information indicate that the movement of the terminal group results in a network switch, it is considered that the network availability of the terminal group changes and it is determined that the stream switching condition is triggered.

(3) The user predefined rule is: the change in terminal environment meets a user-specific terminal preference. If the acquired terminal context information indicates that the environment where a terminal is currently located agrees with a terminal environment corresponding to the user-specific need, it is considered that the change in terminal environment meets the user-specific terminal preference and it is determined that the stream switching condition is triggered.

According to the above three determination of the stream switching condition, the type of a stream switching can further be determined, i.e., a stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal, a stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group and a stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal.

Here, the user predefined rule is a user predefined rule stored in the context server and/or a user predefined rule inferred from user preference information.

Further, the user predefined rule and the user preference information belong to the user context information and are stored in the context server.

It should be noted that besides the above service preference information and terminal preference information, the user preference information further includes but is not limited to: 1) service presentation preference information based on terminal position information, for example, it is desired in mobile environment that a service is presented to the most extent through a mobile phone or other mobile terminal, while it is desired in a home network that a service is presented to the most extent through a laptop, display or audio equipment; 2) service combination approach preference information based on a network bandwidth, for example, a service with good quality is presented to the most extent under the conditions permitted by the network bandwidth through selecting a respective sub-service type; 3) service experiences based on minimum cost. The user preference information may be dynamically adjusted according to practical usage conditions.

Step 403, after determining that the stream switching condition is triggered, the context server notifies the service
decision server, and the service decision server consults with the wireless resource management server on allocation conditions of network resources after the stream switching.

The consulted allocation conditions of network resources according to the stream switching type include:

(1) for a stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal, if a communication of the terminal is interrupted, reserved links are queried to redirect the sub-service streams, and if there are no reserved links, a stream cancellation control is activated, an invalid multi-host stream is deleted and a service shunt strategy is re-established; if a host of the terminal changes, the stream IDs and the interface links are re-mapped.

(2) for a stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group, in order to ensure service continuity, it is desired to adopt a pre-link mechanism, i.e., when the availability of the current network decreases to a preset level, a link to a new access network is activated and a service shunt strategy is re-established to complete a transfer from the current network interface link to a new network interface link.

(3) for a stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal, a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy are desired to be re-established.

Step 404, the media shunt server is notified to update the service shunt strategy and the service adaptation strategy.

For the stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal and the stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group, the media shunt server is notified to update the service shunt strategy.

For the stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal, the media shunt server is notified to update the service shunt strategy and the service adaptation strategy.

Step 405, the media shunt server implements a updated service shunt strategy and service adaptation strategy, and redirect and change a transmission path of a sub-service stream to complete stream switching according to a updated mapping relation between stream IDs and interface links.

FIG. 5 shows a scenario of service adaptation based on stream switching according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, which is shown as follows.

1. A user applies for a coordinated transmission of Video-On-Demand (VOD) by using his/her own mobile phone, blue tooth earphone and PDA to form a terminal group, and according to the user’s preference and corresponding terminal capability, the video portion is presented on the mobile phone and the audio portion is played by the blue tooth earphone.

2. After the user goes home, his/her terminal taken along will access automatically the home network, if acquired network context information and terminal context information agree with recorded information of a user-predefined rule, a process of service adaptation based on stream switching will be triggered.

3. The environment around the user is searched for available service components and it is found that a laptop and a wireless audio equipment are in available state, then the service component combination approach is adjusted, and it is defined in a service deployment configuration file that downloaded audio streams are pushed to the wireless audio to be played, and downloaded video streams are pushed to the laptop to be presented.

During the above process, if the user desires to improve the definition of video playing, the communication link between the laptop and a server is regarded as a new link and is added into the service shunt links, so as to extend the service stream transmission bandwidth and re-establish a shunt strategy to play a high-definition video.

What described are merely preferable embodiments of the present disclosure, and are not intended to limit the present disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. An adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching method for a coordinated service, comprising:

   acquiring user context information, terminal context information and service context information according to the request message; and establishing a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy, wherein the service shunt strategy comprises: an approach for grouping a sub-service stream, interface links and reserved links from the respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group to a core network, an approach for setting stream IDs to respective service sub-streams, and a mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links;

   implementing the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy, completing adaptation of the coordinated service, and performing a shunt transmission of the coordinated service; and

   during the shunt transmission, when a stream switching triggering condition is determined according to acquired network context information and terminal context information, updating the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaption strategy according to a corresponding stream switching type, and redirecting a transmission path of a service stream.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the request message comprises at least the following information: a user ID, a device ID, an IP address, port information and a service ID;

   the user ID is an ID of a user who requests a service; the device ID is a device ID of a respective coordinated terminal in the terminal group; the IP address is an IP address of the respective coordinated terminal; the port information is information of a port transmitting a service in the respective coordinated terminal; and the service ID is an ID of a requested service;

   wherein the step of acquiring user context information, terminal context information and service context information according to the request message comprises:

   acquiring the user context information according to the user ID; acquiring the terminal context information according to the device ID and/or the IP address; and acquiring the service context information according to the service ID;

   wherein the step of establishing a service adaptation strategy comprises:

   acquiring information of a respective sub-service of a requested service according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information;

   selecting, from the terminal group, a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a service component according to the terminal context information;
and combining respective service components according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information; and generating a service deployment configuration file according to the service combination information and the service component assembly information to complete the establishment of the service adaptation strategy.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of acquiring information of a respective sub-service of a requested service according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information comprises:

the user context information being user’s service preference information including type information of a respective user-preferred sub-service; the service context information being information, queried according to the service context information, of all database servers which can provide the requested service;

determining, according to the service preference information, a database server which can provide the respective sub-service from all the database servers which can provide the requested service, and acquiring a corresponding sub-service ID; and

generating the service combination information according to the respective sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server;

wherein the step of selecting, from the terminal group, a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a service component according to the terminal context information and combining all service components according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information comprises:

the terminal context information being terminal capability information; the user context information being terminal preference information including a device ID and capability information of a terminal which a user prefers regarding to the requested service;

selecting the coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as the service component from the terminal group according to capability information of respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group;

a user ID of a user to whom a coordinated terminal serving as the service component belongs is the same as a user ID of the user who requests a service; and

performing a dynamic combination on respective service components according to the terminal preference information to generate the service component assembly information including device IDs of the respective coordinated terminals which can present the requested service and their capability information.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of implementing the service adaptation strategy comprises:

applying a respective sub-service resource in the respective database server according to the sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server; and splitting the service adaptation strategy and then sending splitted service adaptation strategy to a corresponding coordinated terminal;

the step of implementing the service shunt strategy comprises:

integrating the respective sub-service resource to obtain a resource of the requested service; performing a sub-service stream grouping on the resource of the requested service according to the approach for grouping a sub-service stream, and setting stream IDs to respective sub-service streams according to the approach for setting stream IDs; and delivering the respective sub-service streams to their corresponding coordinated terminals through corresponding interface links according to the mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the determination of the stream switching triggering condition comprises:

acquiring regularly network context information and terminal context information; and determining that the stream switching condition is triggered when the network context information and the terminal context information meet a user-defined rule.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the user-defined rule comprises: when a state or network availability of a specific terminal changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal;

the user-defined rule comprises: when a network availability of a terminal group changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group; and

the user-defined rule comprises: when a change in environment of a terminal meets a user-specific terminal preference and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the updating the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy according to a stream switching type comprises:

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal, if a communication of the terminal is interrupted, querying reserved links to redirect the sub-service streams, and if there are no reserved links, activating a stream cancellation control, deleting an invalid multi-host stream and re-establishing a service shunt strategy; if a host of the terminal changes, re-mapping the stream IDs and the interface links;

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group, adopting a pre-link mechanism, and when a current network availability decreases to a preset level, activating a link to a new access network and re-establishing a service shunt strategy; and

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal, re-establishing a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the redirecting a transmission path of a service stream comprises:

redirecting and changing a transmission path of a sub-service stream to complete stream switching according to a mapping relation between stream IDs and interface links in a updated service shunt strategy.

9. An adaptation, shunt transmission and stream switching system for a coordinated service, comprising: a terminal
group consisting of a plurality of coordinated terminals, a media shunt server, a context server and a service decision server, wherein

the terminal group is configured to send a request message for service transmission to the media shunt server;

the media shunt server is configured to provide content included in the request message to the service decision server;

the service decision server is configured to: acquire user context information, terminal context information and service context information from the context server according to the content included in the request message, and establish a service adaptation strategy and a service shunt strategy; and is further configured to send the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy to the media shunt server, wherein the service shunt strategy comprises: an approach for grouping a sub-service stream, interface links and reserved links from the respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group to a core network; an approach for setting stream IDs to respective service sub-streams, and a mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links;

the media shunt server is further configured to implement the service adaptation strategy and the service shunt strategy, complete adaptation of the coordinated service, and perform shunt transmission of the coordinated service;

the context server is configured to store the user context information, the terminal context information and the service context information, and acquire regularly network context information and the terminal context information during the shunt transmission; and is further configured to determine, according to acquired network context information and terminal context information, whether a stream switching condition is triggered, and notify the service decision server of a corresponding stream switching type when a determination result is Yes;

the service decision server is further configured to update, according to the stream switching type, the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaptation strategy, and send an updated service shunt strategy and/or service adaptation strategy to the media shunt server; and

the media shunt server is further configured to implement the updated service shunt strategy and/or service adaptation strategy, and to redirect a transmission path of a service stream.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the request message comprises at least the following information: a user ID, a device ID, an IP address, port information and a service ID;

the user ID is an ID of a user who requests a service; the device ID is a device ID of a respective coordinated terminal in the terminal group; the IP address is an IP address of the respective coordinated terminal; the port information is information of a port transmitting a service in the respective coordinated terminal; and the service ID is an ID of a requested service.

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein

the service decision server is further configured to acquire the user context information according to the user ID; acquire the terminal context information according to the device ID and/or the IP address; and acquire the service context information according to the the service ID;

the service decision server is further configured to acquire information of a respective sub-service of a requested service according to the user context information and the service context information to generate service combination information; select, from the terminal group, a coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as a component according to the terminal context information; and combine respective service components according to the user context information to generate service component assembly information; and generate a service deployment configuration file according to the service combination information and the service component assembly information to complete the establishment of the service adaptation strategy.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein

the user context information is user's service preference information including type information of a respective user-preferred sub-service; the service context information is information, queried according to the service context information, of all database servers which can provide the requested service; the system further comprises a database server;

the service decision server is further configured to determine, according to the service preference information, a database server which can provide the respective sub-service from all the database servers which can provide the requested service, and acquire a corresponding sub-service ID from the database server which can provide the respective sub-service; and generate the service combination information according to the respective sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server, and

the database server is configured to store and provide the sub-service.

13. The system according to claim 12, wherein

the terminal context information is terminal capability information; the user context information is terminal preference information including a device ID and capability information of a terminal for which a user prefers regarding to the requested service;

the service decision server is further configured to select, from the terminal group, the coordinated terminal which can present the requested service as the service component according to capability information of respective coordinated terminals in the terminal group; a user ID of a user to whom a coordinated terminal serving as the service component belongs is the same as a user ID of the user who requests a service; and perform a dynamic combination on respective service components according to the terminal preference information to generate the service component assembly information including device IDs of the respective coordinated terminals which can present the requested service and their capability information.

14. The system according to claim 13, wherein

the implementing, by the media shunt server, the service shunt strategy comprises:

applying a respective sub-service resource in the respective database server according to the sub-service ID and its corresponding information of the database server; splitting the service adaptation strategy and then sending splitted service adaptation strategy to a corresponding coordinated terminal; and

15. The system according to claim 14, wherein
service shunt strategy comprises: integrating the respective sub-service resource to obtain a resource of the requested service; performing a sub-service stream grouping on the resource of the requested service according to the approach for grouping a sub-service stream, and setting stream IDs to respective sub-service streams according to the approach for setting stream IDs; and delivering the respective sub-service streams to their corresponding coordinated terminals through corresponding interface links according to the mapping relation between the stream IDs and the interface links.

16. The system according to claim 15, wherein the context server is further configured to, when it is determined that regularly-acquired network context information and terminal context information meet a user-predefined rule, judge that the stream switching condition is triggered, and notify the service decision server of a corresponding stream switching type:

the user-predefined rule comprises: when a state or network availability of a specific terminal changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal;

the user-predefined rule comprises: when a network availability of a terminal group changes and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group; and

the user-predefined rule comprises: when a change in environment of a terminal meets a user-specific terminal preference and it is determined that the stream switching triggering condition is triggered, the stream switching type being a stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal.

17. The system according to claim 16, wherein the service decision server and the wireless resource management server are further configured to update the service shunt strategy and/or the service adaption strategy according to a stream switching type comprises:

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the state or network availability of the specific terminal, if a communication of the terminal is interrupted, querying reserved links to redirect the sub-service streams, and if there are no reserved links, activating a stream cancellation control, deleting an invalid multi-host stream and re-establishing a service shunt strategy; if a host of the terminal changes, re-mapping the stream IDs and the interface links;

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by a change in the network availability of the terminal group, adopting a pre-link mechanism, and when a current network availability decreases to a preset level, activating a link to a new access network and re-establishing a service shunt strategy; and

when the stream switching type is the stream switching caused by the meeting of the user-specific terminal preference by the change in environment of the terminal, re-establishing a service adaption strategy and a service shunt strategy.

18. The system according to claim 17, wherein the media shunt server is further configured to redirect and change a transmission path of a sub-service stream to complete stream switching according to the mapping relation between stream IDs and interface links in a updated service shunt strategy.

* * * * *